
Assignment 3: A trip down memory lane: latches and RAM
ENGN/PHYS 208—Winter 2021
Due: 24 Feb 2021, end of business

Background

Computers must remember things, at least for a short while, in order to actually do anything. For
instance, let’s say you want to compute the roots of the quadratic equation ax2 + bx+ c = 0. The
computer has to remember what the coefficients are, and how to compute the roots. They also
need to remember the fact that you have 2 word docs open, not to mention the 39 chrome tabs and
the fact that matlab is running in the background (uhm, maybe I’ve said too much....). Anyway,
computers must remember things: D latches are a core memory element that forms the basis for
everything a computer can compute and remember. Put a bunch together in an organized matrix
form, along with some other digital logic gates and voila, we get RAM!1 This assignment explores
both theory and practical aspects of these memory. So let’s get this electronics party started!

1 In Theory

1. D Latch Operation:

(a) Figure 1 shows a timing diagram for a clocked D-latch. Assume that the latch is level-
triggered (as opposed to edge-triggered). Diagram the output Q vs. time, assuming
that the initial output state is Q = 0.

(b) Repeat the above, but this time for an edge-triggered D-latch.

Figure 1: D latch timing diagram. Vertical dotted lines are visual guides to the eye for analyzing
relative timing of events on CLK, D, and Q.

1Formally, speaking, this is Static RAM, or SRAM. DRAM, or dynamic RAM is another common form of RAM,
which operates on an entirely different principle using capacitors and our other best friend, MOSFETs! We’ll hopefully
circle back around to discuss in the not-too-distant Electronics future.
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2. Daft Punk

“Huh, what’s up with problem title?”, you may ask. Well, the electronic duo known as Daft
Punk made an album called Random Access Memories—perfecto!

(a) Let’s say we have the 4 × 3 RAM cell as illustrated in the RAM worksheet from class,
page 2. Let’s assume the initial states Q are as follows:

1 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 1
1 1 0


And further assume the following states for various other inputs

i. CS = 1: chip select (active high)

ii. RD = 0: read mode (active high)

iii. OE = 1: output enable (active high);

iv. A0, A1 = 1, 0: address bits

v. I0, I1, I2 = 1,1,1: data input bits (for writes only)

What is the state of the output bits: O1, O2, O3? Annotate the states of the logic gates
and latches on the RAM cell to indicate the logic implemented in deriving your answer.

(b) Next, let’s say that a pulse occurs on RD such that it transitions from RD : 0→ 1→ 0.
Essentially this acts like one pulse of a clock signal.

i. Identify and clearly state which, if any, logical states in the RAM cell are updated
following the rising edge transition on RD (but before the falling edge).

ii. Similarly, identify and clearly state which, if any logical states in the RAM cell are
updated are updated the falling edge transition on RD.

(c) Lastly, let’s say that the logical state of OE changes to a 0. What are the values asserted
on the output bits O1, O2, O3 by this RAM cell?

(d) Last but not least, we’d be remiss to think a bit more about actual SRAM in computers
and microcontrollers! A modern computer packs about 1 billion transistors into the area
the size of a postage stamp ≈ 2×1 cm2. Therefore, estimate the size scale of a single bit
of a memory (D latch) aka the bit cell area in units of µm. Compare your estimate to
the size scales indicated in Figure 2. You should know that there has been a relentless
push to smaller size scales over multiple decades (Figure 2).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff7XiWrvkoc
https://erickson.academic.wlu.edu/files/courses_2021/electronics_w2021/pptx/Register_RAMCell.pdf
https://erickson.academic.wlu.edu/files/courses_2021/electronics_w2021/pptx/Register_RAMCell.pdf


Figure 2: Size of a bit vs. time. Image credit: semiwiki.com
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https://semiwiki.com/semiconductor-manufacturers/tsmc/283487-tsmcs-5nm-0-021um2-sram-cell-using-euv-and-high-mobility-channel-with-write-assist-at-isscc2020/


3. Is there an Echo in here? For better or worse, smart speakers have become popular and
commonplace—Amazon Echo, Nest Audio, Apple Homepod, etc. Their benefit is convenience.
Their drawback is potential privacy and security concerns. It seems reasonable to posit that
No one really wants their device listening 24-7. Amazon advertises a feature in their Echo Flex
device whereby the user can push a button to toggle the state of the microphone, listening
or not. An illuminated red LED indicates not listening, while blue indicates the device is
actively. But does the red light on truly mean that no one is home, so to speak? Let’s find
out! This is a fairly large scale problem, thus you are encouraged to work with up to 3 team
mates, submitting a single solution.

(a) As a more comprehensive intro to this problem, read this brief article on hackaday:
https://hackaday.com/2021/01/14/is-your-echo-flex-listening/. In two sen-
tences total, briefly summarize the ethical issue at play as well as the core technical
question being asked.

(b) Watch the video linked at the bottom of the hackaday post. As well, flip over to
the electronupdate post detailing their findings from their tear-down of the Echo
Flex microphone button operation: https://electronupdate.blogspot.com/2021/

01/amazon-echo-flex-microphone-mute-real.html.

Figure 3: Proposed Amazon Flex Echo microphone switch button operation per electronupate blog
post (see link above). Assume the mic is powered when connected +V dd.

.

Having watched the video and read the blog post, you know hopefully understand some of
the core components (p-channel MOSFET, NAND gate, edge triggered D-latch, pull-up re-
sistor, and the venerable LED) as well as the proposed operational principle for the Amazon
Echo switch button toggling the microphone operation (per Amazon’s claim....if you can be-
lieve them). And hopefully you have some head-scratching questions too (part of the natural
learning process!). The goal is to examine and critique the proposed electronic system as
diagrammed in Figure 3. The final product you produce should be a 1-2 page report
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https://hackaday.com/2021/01/14/is-your-echo-flex-listening/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfBNql0-k_s
https://electronupdate.blogspot.com/2021/01/amazon-echo-flex-microphone-mute-real.html
https://electronupdate.blogspot.com/2021/01/amazon-echo-flex-microphone-mute-real.html


explaining the (proposed) operation of the device highlighting individual compo-
nents and how they are integrated into an electronics system. Having carefully
reviewed the proposed schematic, you may want to propose and show some updates of your
own. Below are some questions to guide your thinking.

Let’s take it from the top!

(a) Push button switch : R1 is said to act as a “pull-up” resistor. What does this mean in
practice? If the button is not pressed, what is the logic input to the inverting Schmitt
trigger? How about if the button is pressed? Feeling unsure what the heck is happening
here? Check out these very helpful resources:
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/pull-up-resistors/all

and/or
https://circuitdigest.com/tutorial/pull-up-and-pull-down-resistor.

What is the role of C1 here?

(b) Schmitt Trigger : What is a Schmitt trigger, why is it a really good idea to include one
here. Don’t know what a Schmitt trigger is? Check out this very helpful post: https://
howtomechatronics.com/how-it-works/electrical-engineering/schmitt-trigger/.
You can and should also track down the TI 7414 Schmitt trigger data sheet (just google
it!).

(c) Edge-triggered D-latch . What generates edges to trigger the latching operation?
What sets the data bit (D) and does the output Q̄ actually toggle on each rising edge?
Carefully review the circuits schematic to help you answer these. Draw a diagram
illustrating the relation between D, Q̄ and the switch state changing in time

(d) NAND gate . This is pretty straight forward by itself. Carefully consider its output
state changing as you click the manual switch a few times. What are the resistors for
and what value would be appropriate? Hint/tips: resistors limit current flow, and drop
voltage. Assume Q̄ = 3.3V (logical 1) and that the NAND gate requires 1 mA of current
flow into its inputs to properly operate. Furthermore, assume that an input voltage of
≥ 2.7V to the NAND get will be considered a logical 1.

(e) p-channel MOSFET . It is intended to act as digital switch. Which terminal is the
source? the gate? the drain? Sure would be helpful to label them! What should the gate
voltage be in order to turn on the digital switching action? To turn it off? Remember,
the action is controlled by VGS = VG − VS . What is the default state of this digital
switch—i.e., imagine the NAND gate were not connected?

(f) Red LED and Microphone Assume the mic is on and listening when connected to
Vdd and off (not powered) otherwise. The claim is the red LED illuminates when the mic
is off. Is this true, according to the schematic? What modifications would you make, if
any?

(g) SoC (System on Chip) . The SoC—the artist also known as the microcontroller
may have some digital output lines connected to the reset input of the D-latches. What
would the signal on R vs. time look like if it resets the device into a listening step (e.g.,
upon power up)? Assume R is the Preset input on a TI 7474 device (again, google the
datasheet as needed).
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https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/pull-up-resistors/all
https://circuitdigest.com/tutorial/pull-up-and-pull-down-resistor
https://howtomechatronics.com/how-it-works/electrical-engineering/schmitt-trigger/
https://howtomechatronics.com/how-it-works/electrical-engineering/schmitt-trigger/


2 In Practice: Microcontroller Playground

We’ve talked a lot about RAM in class. We built up from single MOSFETs to logic gates to
latches to RAM. Wow! Now, what does this actually mean in practice? We know that RAM is
essentially the working memory, the “desk space” to multitask so to speak. More RAM is generally
a good thing, especially if you want to run computationally intensive code or remember a lot
of measurements taken over several days (looking at you, Team Swim Stroke Counter and Team
Hydroponic Garden!) or do a lot of things at once such as read a bunch of sensors, compute
something, turn on an LED or motor (Hello, Team Biomedical Mood Bracelet!....and Puck Buddies
Air Hockey).

So let’s do a few quick coding experiments to investigate RAM usage in your standard micro-
controller, Arduino Uno R3 or Adafruit Feather 32u4, or whatever you have on hand.

1. Firstly, look up and quote the RAM specs for your device. They should be easy to find
online—though you may need to read the fine print in tech specs.

2. Now, let’s do the easiest possible thing: Compile and upload the famous blink.ino sketch.
Note how much RAM is used. The RAM usage should print out after the code compiles in
the bottom pane of the Arduino IDE. You may need to turn on verbose debugging options
to see it. Write down the RAM usage for this sketch both in terms of kB and percent RAM
capacity utilized. Eventually, you’ll make a table with columns for Code/function name and
RAM usage.

3. Now let’s try another common operation, reading a sensor value. Open the AnalogRead-
Serial.ino sketch (look under File/Examples/Basics). It might be fun and instructive to
actually read a changing voltage—e.g. connect a pot as indicated in the analog serial read
tutorial: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/BuiltInExamples/ReadAnalogVoltage.
Compile, upload, check and report RAM usage, whihc is probably still quite minimal.

4. Next let’s try upping the ante. Open the Smoothing.ino sketch. Look under File/Examples/Analog.
Note this sketch computes a running average of 10 samples. You know the drill, compile, up-
load, check and report RAM usage.

5. Then change the number of readings being averaged to 100. Same thing, report RAM usage.
Try increasing the number of reading to 1000. Can your MCU even accommodate this? At
what points does it say “Sorry, I don’t have enough RAM!”?

6. Now let’s try something a little different: controlling a servo motor. These are very commonly
used in robotics projects as well as other applications with any motor control. Open the
Sweep.ino sketch. Feel free to connect a servo, if you like (though you don’t have to) Look
under File/Examples/Servo. How much RAM does this require?

7. Based on your results above, make a rough estimate for the total RAM you will need for your
project work! Identify a few MCUs that have sufficient RAM for your design.
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